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Abstract: Based on probabilistic time-geography, the encounter between two moving objects is
random. The quantitative analysis of the probability of encounter needs to consider the actual
geographical environment. The existing encounter probability algorithm is based on homogeneous
space, ignoring the wide range of obstacles and their impact on encounter events. Based on this,
this paper introduces obstacle factors, proposes encounter events that are constrained by obstacles,
and constructs a model of the probability of encounters of moving objects based on the influence
of obstacles on visual perception with the line-of-sight view analysis principle. In realistic obstacle
space, this method provides a quantitative basis for predicting the encountering possibility of two
mobile objects and the largest possible encounter location. Finally, the validity of the model is verified
by experimental results. The model uses part of the Wuhan digital elevation model (DEM) data to
calculate the encounter probability of two moving objects on it, and analyzes the temporal and spatial
distribution characteristics of these probabilities.

Keywords: time geography; obstacle space; line-of-sight topographic visual analysis; mobile agents;
encounter probability

1. Introduction

Spatio-temporal analysis is generally applied to the visualization or prediction of spatio-temporal
patterns of human or environmental phenomena. With the rapid increase in the amount of
spatio-temporal data, spatio-temporal analysis has clearly attracted more and more attention [1].
There is more and more research on motion data, but the research on dynamic interaction in motion
data is still in its infancy [2]. Meeting interaction is a spatio-temporal relationship (e.g., dynamic
interactions between animals; rescues or meetings between people, etc.) that can be analyzed based
on spatio-temporal trajectory data [3]. It is given that an individual’s movement trajectories can be
interpreted as a discrete sequence of time-stamped known locations, which are also often referred to
as anchor points or fixes. The spatio-temporal position between any two consecutive anchor points
is uncertain, which results in the uncertainty of the encounter interaction based on spatio-temporal
trajectory data. The degree of uncertainty of encounter increases with the presence of obstacles.
For example, the mountain will block the rescuers’ sight and increase the difficulty of rescue. Even
small groves and buildings will become obstacles for people to encounter, which affects the search
operations, mainly reducing the success rate of search and rescue. In this sense, the study of the
impact of the widely existing obstacles on the encounter of the moving objects can make the measuring
method of the encounter uncertainty better, and improve the prediction level of the successful search
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and rescue; then, it will put forward an effective search algorithm to improve the efficiency of the
search and rescue. In addition, the resulting encounter probability can answer the following questions.
In many cases, one of the typical cases is that on a terrain barrier area S; a searcher is looking for a lost
person, so how likely is the searcher to find the lost person? Where is the most likely place to encounter
missing people?

In GIScience, time geography, as a basis for quantifying agents, especially analyzing mobile
objects [4], represents a powerful framework for exploring how individual movements are affected
by different spatio-temporal processes [5,6], and the resulting space-time prism can describe the
temporal and spatial boundaries of object motion and divide the position in space and time into
reachable or unreachable [6]. Space-time prisms and paths [7,8], as well as their extensions, provide
the basis for the geographic analysis of geographically moving objects, such as quantifying time-space
interactions between objects, etc. [9]. In movement ecology, the time-geography is an effective method
for estimating the potential location area of an animal, such as its home range [10], using simulated
space-time movement data testing [11], and can represent the randomness of the location of a moving
object by the probability distribution over geospatial space [12–14].

If the potential location areas of two moving objects are likely to be adjacent or on the same
location at a same time, then the meeting possibility of the two objects is also great. In this way,
the intersection test of spatio-temporal potential location areas can be used to qualitatively judge the
uncertainty of whether the two moving objects are likely to encounter in a time t. Winter and Yin [15]
first proposed the calculation method of encounter probability, and described the meaning of encounter
semantics, which is when two moving objects are located in the same discrete unit at the same time,
they meet. This method has been used to calculate the dynamic interaction of wild animals [16], but it
only applies to discrete space with determined units, and was not suitable for outdoor continuous
space. Yin et al. [17] proposed an algorithm for the encounter probability of continuous space based on
the following encounter semantics: the prerequisite for the two animals to meet each other is that their
spatial distance does not exceed a given threshold (dmeet), such as visual distance.

Moving objects usually move in geospatial space, where the geographical environment in which
moving objects occur is considered to be an important component [2]. Terrain barriers, roads, and road
networks are spatial constraints that are relative to interactions, and should be considered in the
interactive analysis of time geography. The distance-based encounter semantics ignores surface
obstacles and their impact on encounter events. In general, the more obstacles there are, the less likely
it is that two of the objects will meet. This means that the quantitative analysis of time geography
needs to consider the actual obstacle space. For example, the literature [18,19] defines the extended
space-time prism on the road network with obstacles and the rough space-time prism within the
obstacle space, respectively.

This article will extend the distance-based encounter algorithm with two major improvements.
First, it will introduce line-of-sight topographic visual analysis to study the encounter semantics in
obstacle space. That is, two objects encounter each other if the distance between the two objects does
not exceed dmeet and the lines of sight of the two moving objects are unobstructed. Here, we will
develop a mathematical foundation to measure the semantics of the encounter. Second, in this paper,
while studying the semantic formalization of obstacles in space, we fully consider the influence of the
height of the moving object itself on the encounter probability, and give the different mobile object
heights to create a map of encounter probability, which provides the basis for the excavation of the law
of encounter and analysis of the maximum encounter probability.

2. Background

When it comes to the motion of multiple objects, it is meaningful to analyze the interaction
between motion trajectories and visual analysis for various fields [20]. The encounter in obstacle
spaces is an extension of the probability time geography based on line-of-sight analysis. The method
of probability time geography and the theory of line of sight analysis are used to measure whether two
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moving objects meet in the obstacle space, and then assess the likelihood of encounter for analyzing
the spatio-temporal behavior of the moving objects.

2.1. Encounter in Probabilistic Time Geography

Probability time geography is an extension of time geography based on probability [21]. Positional
probability, as a key concept in probability time geography, is the probability of moving objects at a
specific location at a time t [12], and provides the basis for the uncertainty measure of the encounter
between individuals. Probability time geography has proposed a number of methods for calculating
this position probability based on the motion state of the moving object. For example, the tracking data
of vehicles [22], animals [23], and people [24] can be used in the calculation of location probabilities
by statistical analysis and the spatio-temporal analysis method. These positional probabilities can
form a two-dimensional probability density surface [25], which is also often referred to as utilization
distribution in movement ecology, for modeling the heterogeneity of mobile objects in different
accessible locations. A probability map is drawn by mapping these positional probabilities of a moving
object to the map [26], and consequently can show the most likely position of the moving object at time
t and the position where the moving object can be most likely be found.

The position probabilities provide the basis for calculating the likelihood of two moving objects
meeting, and the resulting probability can answer the following questions [15]. What is the probability
of encounter between two moving objects? Where are they most likely to meet? For any pair of moving
objects A and B, the encounter probability in discrete space [15,26] can be expressed as:

PA,B =
∑

i

PA(i) × PB(i) (i = 1, 2, . . .) (1)

where PA(i) and PB(i) are the probability of A and B distributed in a cell with an index of i. However,
this algorithm is sensitive to cell definitions [17,26]. This means that different granularity in the same
continuous space will bring different encounter probabilities. Yin et al. [15] introduced a perception
distance threshold, and proposed a model of encounter probability based on this threshold. Irregular
encounter areas are infinitely subdivided into regular grids, and then calculated by integrals. However,
this algorithm does not take into account the effect of obstacles on visual perception.

2.2. Line-of-Sight Topographic Visual Analysis

As a method for deriving areas of visibility from any given vantage point or area, viewshed
analysis is an important tool that is used to describe the visible spatial structure of an environment,
and hence can answer questions such as the following. In movement ecology, can animals and natural
enemies see each other in the wild? Is there a significant interaction between the two species? [27].
In the field of GIS, viewshed analysis has been proven to be the most popular methodology and an
important function for quantifying visibility [27–29], and its application is now commonly practiced
in a range of fields, including road planning [30] and terrain exploration [31,32]. We will use the
viewshed analysis tool to build the encounter model.

The line-of-sight (LoS) topographic visual analysis refers to the technical method to judge whether
any two points on the terrain are visible. It establishes the LoS between the viewpoint and the
target point, and determines whether it is visible by judging whether there are obstacles that obstruct
the vision [29] (Figure 1). The most important advantage of this method is that terrain visibility is
only determined by a simple geometric relations of points. However, traditional visibility analysis
methods [33] failed to consider the effect of the height of the observer on the visibility, and thus the
viewshed is a poor measure of visibility from a human perspective, e.g., encounters between people.

Nutsford et al. [27] proposed a visual analysis method that takes into account the observer’s
height in the following two factors: the distance between a perceived object and the observer, and the
vertical dimension (i.e., slope and aspect) of the terrain. However, this method fails to take into account
the individual’s ability to perceive the environment, such as the distance of vision. Obviously, in the
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scene of the encounter, the two individuals not only need to meet the conditions of the vision (to ensure
that there is no obstacle between the individuals), but also need to meet the perceptible conditions.
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Figure 1. Topographic line-of-sight analysis: (a) visible; (b) invisible.

3. The Encounter Probability Model Based on Obstacle Space

The encounter is first of all a discovery, followed by further contact (such as predation) or evasion
(such as escaping natural enemies). The encounters that we study are the most likely discoveries to
provide decision support for individuals planning behavior early (such as contact or evasion).

3.1. The Semantics of Encounter in Obstacle Space

The encounter semantics in the obstacle space can be regarded as an extension of the encounter
semantics in a continuous space (Table 1). The encounter semantics in a continuous space are defined
as the distance between two individuals ≤ dmeet; within this threshold, an individual can perceive
(e.g., visual, auditory, olfactory, sensory, etc.) to another individual, or vice versa [17]. The encounter
semantics of continuous space is different from that of discrete space (two individuals are in the same
discrete unit at the same time), but both ignore the obstacles inside the space. The obstacle space can
be simply viewed as a composite of continuous space and obstacles. This means that the encounter
semantics of the obstacle space, while inheriting that of the continuous space, needs to consider
that there are no obstacles between the two individuals that can hinder the individual’s perception.
For example, from a visual point of view, there should be no obstruction (e.g., buildings, mountain
head) to the line of sight between two individuals that can meet.

Table 1. Evolution of encounter semantics.

Defined in Discrete
Space

Defined in Continuous
Space

Defined in the Obstacle
Space

position Individuals are in the
same discrete unit

Distance between two
individuals ≤ dmeet

Distance between two
individuals ≤ dmeet

obstacle Assume that there are no
obstacles in space

Assume that there is no
obstacle in space

Consider the damping effect of
obstacles on encounters

From the above analysis, we can see that the encounter semantics in the obstacle space include
two necessary conditions—distance threshold and barrier-free features—which can then be used to
determine if an encounter between two individuals is likely to occur.

(1) Distance includes path distance and Euclidean straight line distance. The setting of the distance
threshold is closely related to the type and characteristics of the individual. In movement ecology,
the distance threshold for potential encounters varies with species. For example, the distance
thresholds for deer and lion populations are 50 m [34] and 200 m [35], respectively.

(2) Barrier-free features are relative to the location of the two individuals. Under normal circumstances,
the obstacle characteristics of spatial features are related to the type of sensory perception.
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For example, a two meter-high fence is an obstacle for the visual sense, but not necessarily for
the hearing sense. In GIScience, sight-line visual analysis can dynamically detect the visibility
between two points, so it can also detect whether there is an obstacle blocking two viewpoints.
The traditional visibility analysis mainly considers the terrain environment, while ignoring the
individual factors such as the individual’s height and the individual’s perception characteristics.
This also reminds us that the visual analysis for potential encounter measures needs to take into
account individual factors.

3.2. Encounter Events in Obstacle Space

The encounter semantics provides a theoretical basis for the definition of encounter events.
From the perspective of probability theory, the encounter event is a random event, which is a
phenomenona in which two independently moving individuals randomly meet.

3.2.1. Condition of Encounter Events

The encounter semantics provides the necessary conditions for the occurrence of encounter events,
namely the distance conditions and barrier-free conditions. Since the necessary conditions are not
sufficient conditions, even if the necessary conditions are satisfied, the two individuals cannot always
meet each other. This raises the question of how to judge whether the encounter event can occur in
time geography, that is, the judgment condition of the encounter event.

Time geography provides some ideas and methods for solving the above problems. Such
methods as time geography often use the maximum value to describe the uncertainty of the variables.
For example, the maximum possible speed represents the uncertainty of the individual’s speed;
the largest possible range (or prism) represents the individual’s space-time reachable domain (or
uncertainty of space-time location) to maximize the capture of all of the possible positions of an
individual. Similarly, we have no more knowledge to deny that the necessary conditions are not
sufficient conditions. Taking these necessary conditions as sufficient conditions is a maximization
of meeting conditions, which is in order to maximize the capture of encounter events. Thus, when
the necessary conditions (distance conditions and barrier-free conditions) are satisfied at the same
time, the encounter event can be considered to have occurred. On the contrary, if there is a condition
that is not met, the encounter event must not occur. Therefore, the necessary conditions can be
used to determine the distinguishable zero-dimensional relationship, meet, and ascertain whether its
qualitative likelihoods are impossible or possible.

Obviously, the test of the meeting conditions (distance conditions and barrier-free conditions)
completely depends on the location of the two individuals and the surrounding geographical
environment. Based on the individual’s location and geographical environment data, we can calculate
the distance between two individuals and analyze whether there are obstacles between them, and
therefore can determine whether the encounter events of the two individuals are likely to occur.

3.2.2. Building the Event that Individuals Were at Specific Locations at a Specific Time

In time geography, each location where an agent is located can usually be abstracted into a
geometric point [9]. Thus, the position of the individual A can be regarded as a point, and can be
labeled as LA = {lA|lA [1], lA[2], . . . }. In three-dimensional (3D) space, each position lA is a value of the
variable LA. Similarly, the position of individual B can be labeled as LB = {lB|lB[1], lB[2], . . . }. Under
the given geographical environment and time t, the encounter events of two individuals A and B
respectively located at specific positions lA and lB can be described as follows:

Emeet(lA, lB|HA, HB; t) =
{
(lA, lB)

∣∣∣∣ (|||lA − lB||| ≤ dmeet ) &
(
lA′lB′ ∩ f (x, y) = φ

) ∣∣∣∣t}, (2)

where:
Emeet represents the encounter event.
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HA (resp. HB) is the height of individual A (resp. B).
||| - ||| represents a distance operator between two spatial locations (such as the viewpoint of two

individuals) in three-dimensional space.
dmeet is the threshold that characterizes the maximum distance across which two individuals can

meet, such as the maximum distance of the line of sight.
f (x, y) is the elevation function of the surface, expressing the elevation value at the two-dimensional

position (x, y), such as zA = f (xA, yA), zB = f (xB, yB).
lA′lB′ is the line between two points: lA’(xA, yA, zA + HA) and lB’(xB, yB, zB + HB), where lA’(xA,

yA, zA + HA) is a point in three-dimensional space, and its height is higher than point lA (xA, yA, zA) by
HA (Figure 2).
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It can be seen from the above that an encounter event can occur when two encounter conditions
(|||lA − lB||| ≤ dmeet and lA′lB′ ∩ f (x, y) = φ) are satisfied. Obviously, the occurrence of the event
Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) means that at time t, the individual A must be located at the position lA (denoted
as event ElA

t ), and B must be located at lB (denoted as ElB
t ). Therefore, the event Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)

can also be described as:

Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)= ElA
t ∩
|||lA−lB ||| ≤ dmeet
lA′lB′∩ f (x,y)=φ

ElB
t , (3)

where the events ElA
t and ElB

t are independent, which is due to the assumption that the movements
of A and B are independent of each other. In addition, since an individual can only be located in
one of a number of locations in a potential location area [26], the event ElA[1]

t of the individual A

located at lA[1] and the event ElA[2]
t at lA[2] are mutually exclusive. Further, a pair of individuals,

A and B, can only be located in one of a plurality of position pairs (e.g., (lA[1], lB[1]), (lA[1], lB[2]), . . . )
at the same time, and thus the event Emeet(lA[1], lB[2])

∣∣∣ HA, HB; t) in position pairs (lA[1], lB[1]) and
Emeet(lA[1], lB[2],

∣∣∣ HA, HB; t) in (lA[1], lB[2]) are mutually exclusive.
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3.2.3. Building the Event that Individuals Were Together at a Specific Time

The sample space of event ElA
t is the potential location area of individual A at time t, which can be

denoted as ΩA
t . This can be written as: ΩA

t = ∪ElA
t = {lA[1], lA[2], . . . }. Similarly, the sample space

of event ElB
t can be denoted as ΩB

t = ∪ElB
t = {lB[1], lB[2], . . . }. Once two sample spaces ΩA

t and ΩB
t

are owned, the event Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t) of two individuals A and B meeting at time t can be
calculated as follows:

Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t)= ∪
lA∈ΩA

t

∪
lB∈ΩB

t

Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) , (4)

where the sample space of the event, which is a composite of events ElA
t and ElB

t , can be obtained by
a Cartesian product operation as: ΩA,B

t = ΩA
t ×ΩB

t =
{
〈lA, lB; t〉

∣∣∣ lA ∈ ΩA
t , lB ∈ ΩB

t

}
. Equation (4) is a

six-dimensional (6D) space, i.e., the Cartesian product of two three-dimensional variables of lA and lB:
lA(x, y, z) × lB(x, y, z). The time t is a constant rather than a variable, so it is not seen as one dimension.
Although lA and lB are variables in three-dimensional space, the lA and lB are units in the surface based
on discrete structure, and the label of each cell is a tuple, such as lA[1] and lA[2], instead of two tuples
(row, column). In this way, lA and lB can be identified by a one-dimensional array, and thus can be
traversed by an operation symbol of union.

Since ΩA,B
t is a 6D space, its presentation in a 3D space requires a dimensionality reduction method.

Suppose that the heights of the two individuals A and B are both one meter, their reachable domains
ΩA

t and ΩB
t are the same, and can be described by the following DEM matrix:

c1 c2 c3

r1 0 3 0
r2 0 0 0
r3 0 0 0

In this way, we can transform the 3-D space ΩA
t into 0-D 9 units (center points), in order to

convert a 6-D space ΩA,B
t into nine 3-D subspaces: (r1, c1)×ΩB

t , (r1, c2)×ΩB
t , (r1, c3)×ΩB

t , (r2, c1)×ΩB
t ,

(r2, c2) ×ΩB
t , (r2, c3) ×ΩB

t , (r3, c1) ×ΩB
t , (r3, c2) ×ΩB

t , (r3, c3) ×ΩB
t (Figure 4). Each subspace can be

expressed in three dimensions and can be used to visually analyze whether an encounter event between
two individuals is possible. For example, in sample space (r1, c1) ×ΩB

t , A can see B on (r1, c1), (r2, c1),
(r3, c1), (r1, c2), (r2, c2), (r3, c2) and (r3, c3), while others are not visible.

3.2.4. Building the Event that an Individual at a Specific Location Encountered Another

It is also possible to build the event that an individual A at a specific location lA met another
individual B at time t, which is denoted as Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t). In this event, the position of
individual A is fixed, while that of B is variable and uncertain, which is one or more locations in
the reachable area of B. In Figure 4a, the individual A (cylinder) at a position point (r1, c1) is likely
to encounter B (solid cylinder) at 7 positions, and it is impossible to meet the B (dashed cylinder) at
2 positions due to the obstacles. This event can be built for each location as:

Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t) = ∪
lB∈ΩB

t

Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) , (5)

Based on this, we can build the event that the individual A at the location lA met B, which is
denoted as Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB) at least once during the tracking duration. This event can be built for
each location as:
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Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB) = Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t1)∪Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t2). . .
∪Emeet

(
lA, LB

∣∣∣ HA, HB; tq
)

= ∪
t∈[t1,tq]

Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t),
(6)

where the encounter event is modeled using Equation (5). However, it is a non-mutually exclusive,
since objects can interact at multiple times [26].
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3.2.5. Building the Event that Individuals Encountered during the Tracking Duration

Events that two individuals met at any time t at any location pair (lA, lB) denoted simply
as Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB ), can also be derived from Equation (4), which model the event that the
individuals met at each time step.

Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB) = Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t1)∪Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t2). . .
∪Emeet

(
LA, LB

∣∣∣ HA, HB; tq
)

= ∪
t∈[t1,tq]

Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t),
(7)
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where the events at different points in time, such as Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t1) and
Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t2), are not mutually exclusive, that is, encounter events can occur multiple
times at different points in time.

3.3. Encounter Probability in Obstacle Space

3.3.1. Calculating the Probability that Individuals were at Specific Locations at a Specific Time

According to Equation (2), the uncertainty of the encounter event Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) can
be converted into that of two simultaneous events ElA

t and ElB
t . This means that lA and lB can be

considered as two random variables of this encounter event. For a pair of individuals A and B
moving independently of each other, the probability of the Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) can be denoted as
Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t), and can be calculated according to the multiplication formula of independent
events in probability theory. This can be written as:

Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) = P

ElA
t ∩
|||lA−lB ||| ≤ dmeet
lA′lB′∩ f (x,y)=φ

ElB
t


= P

(
ElA

t

)
× P

(
ElB

t

)
, where (|||lA − lB||| ≤ dmeet ) &

(
lA′lB′ ∩ f (x, y) = φ

)
,

(8)

where P
(
ElA

t

)
records the probability for individual A at position lA at time t, and P

(
ElB

t

)
records the

probability for B at position lB at time t. The Pmeet(lA, lB |HA, HB; t) can be calculated for all of the
positions in a map at any time, and is a joint probability of P

(
ElA

t

)
and P

(
ElB

t

)
. The flowchart for a

step-by-step probability calculation is shown in Figure 5.
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3.3.2. Calculating the Probability that Individuals Were Together at a Specific Time

Since the encounter events at different location pairs for two individuals are mutually exclusive
(i.e., two individuals can only be located in one location pair at a point in time), the probability that
two individuals interacted at specific time t at any location pair (LA and LB) can be calculated simply
by summing the interaction probabilities for all of the location pairs within the ΩA,B

t , and can be
expressed as:
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Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t) = P[Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t)]= P

 ∪
lA∈ΩA

t

∪
lB∈ΩB

t

Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)


=

t

lA∈ΩA
t

t

lB∈ΩB
t

Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)dlAdlB ,
(9)

where the probability formula can be regarded as the integral of Equation (8) in area ΩA,B
t ; both lA

and lB are three-dimensional spatial points, so the corresponding integral is triple. A discrete type
of Equation (9) is derived in Section 4.3. As discussed earlier, the method proposed in this paper is
based on the assumption that individual motions are independent of each other. In fact, the occurrence
of encounter events has an impact on the independence of individual actual movements, but does
not affect the assumption that the null hypothesis (i.e., individual motion is independent of each
other) is correct, because the null hypothesis itself is the hypothesis to be tested [17]. This calculation
of Equation (9) can then be repeated for each time slice t to determine how interaction probabilities
fluctuate over time [26], as well as to assess the independence between individual movements and the
influence of encounter events on the independence of subsequent movements.

3.3.3. Calculating the Probability that an Individual at a Specific Location Met Another

According to Equation (5), the probability of the event Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t), which is denoted
as Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t), is an edge probability of Equation (8), where A is in a known location,
and B is in all of the possible locations nearby at the same time. It can be calculated by the addition
rule of the mutually exclusive event as follows:

Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t) = P

 ∪
lB∈ΩB

t

Emeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)


=

t

lB∈ΩB
t

Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t)dlB ,
(10)

Based on the above probability and Equation (6), it is also possible to calculate the probability
of the event Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB), which is denoted as Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB). This probability can be
written and calculated as:

Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB) = P
[
∪

t∈[t1,tq]
Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t)

]
,

=
∫

t∈[t1,tq]

Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t) dt ,
(11)

Since events Emeet(lA, LB| HA, HB) at different times are not mutually exclusive, this probability
requires the additional formula of general events in probability theory. Furthermore, mapping the
probability of the location of each lA in the reachable domain creates a probability map of individual A
encountering B [26]. Such a map illustrates the most likely places that A can meet B over the specified
time interval.

3.3.4. Calculating the Probability that Individuals Encountered During the Tracking Duration

According to Equation (7), the probability that two individuals encountered at any time t at any
location pair (lA, lB) can be denoted as Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB), and can be calculated by the probability
addition formula of non-mutually exclusive events. This can be written as:
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Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB) = P
[
∪

t∈[t1,tq]
Emeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t)

]
,

=

∫
t∈[t1,tq]

Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t) dt ,
(12)

where Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB) is a single number that represents the probability that A and B encountered
at least once during the entire tracking interval.

4. Application

4.1. DEM Modeling of Continuous Space

Geospatial space can be considered continuous, and can be expressed using the GIS field model;
based on this model, we have previously constructed the encounter probability formula. However,
both the judgment of the encounter event and the calculation of the integral function in the encounter
probability formula require a discrete spatial data model, such as the discrete space-time aquarium [15]
and the voxel-based probabilistic space-time prisms [16]. Judgment of encounter events requires
an analysis of distances and visibility conditions between location points. Integral operations need
to analyze the probability of location points. These location points are infinite in contiguous space,
and computers cannot normally analyze an infinite number of points one by one. Therefore, the
calculation of the probability of encounter in a continuous obstacle space requires the use of a discrete
spatial data model.

As a discrete model for expressing terrain, DEM has become the basic spatial data model for
visibility analysis in the GIS field, and thus can be used for the calculation of encounter probability.
In DEM, a cell is a square or rectangle with a certain height value; the coordinates and elevation of
each cell are expressed by those of the center point of the unit, respectively. Once we have the DEM
data and the location and height information of the two individuals, we can determine whether they
are likely to meet. For illustration, the encounter probability in the obstacle space was applied to the
DEM data with a resolution of 30 m × 30 m in Wuhan, China (http://www.gscloud.cn/) (Figure 6).
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4.2. Calculation of Positional Probability

The motion of two objects is assumed to be independent of each other, and moving objects usually
have a certain directional preference for the destination. Some scenarios that are consistent with the
hypothesis of this experiment can be like this, such as human movement, including the potential
movements of missing persons and recreationalists [36]. Classical time geography [21] can calculate the
reachable domain of an individual at a given moment in time based on the spatio-temporal information
of the starting and ending points and the maximum speed of the individual. Such reachable domains
are collections of discrete units in DEM. Given the reachable domains of two individuals A and B in
the DEM at time t: ΩA

t = {lA[1], lA[2], . . . }, and ΩB
t = {lB[1], lB[2], . . . }, where lα indicates the center

http://www.gscloud.cn/
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point of the unit where the individual α is located, and Ωα
t represents the set of potential units (labeled

as lα) of individual α at time t (Figure 7). ΩA
t and ΩB

t contain 365 and 360 cells, respectively.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 21 
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Probabilistic time geography [13,14] provides a means of assigning probabilities to an individual’s
potential locations. The probability distribution of an individual α in the potential location area Ωα

t
can also be derived by an inverse distance-weighting function using the following equation, as per
Downs et al. [16]:

P(Elα[k]
t ) =

1
|||sα−lα[k]|||∑

lα[i]∈Ωα
t

1
|||sα−lα[i]|||

, (13)

where P(Elα[k]
t ) is the probability that the individual α is located in the cell lα[k] at time t, sα is typically

the expected location of individual α at t, and 1
|||sα−lα[k]|||

is the reciprocal of the distance between two
points sα and lα[k] in 3D space.

4.3. Calculation Method of Encounter Probability

Due to the additive nature of integrals, i.e., an integral over a surface equals the sum of integrals
over disjoint units that cover the surface, we can treat each of the unit regions in space-time separately,
and add them together once the computation is done [37]. It is possible to convert the encounter
probability formula from continuous-type to discrete-type, thus realizing the conversion of the
probability formula of the encounter from the mathematical model to the model that can be calculated
in the computer. This conversion mainly includes two aspects: converting the point of continuous
space and the probability on it into a discrete unit and the probability on it; converting the integral
operation into a sum operation. Equation (8) is the probability of encounter of two individuals at a
given pair of points, which can be the center point of the unit in discrete space, so that this formula can
be directly applied to discrete spaces.

Equation (9) is the probability of encounter of two individuals at time t, and its discrete-type can
be written as:

Pmeet(LA, LB| HA, HB; t) =
∑

lA∈ΩA
t

∑
lB∈ΩB

t
Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t), (14)

where the probability provides the basis for Equation (12) to calculate the probability of encounter
in discrete space and over time. Since lA and lB are represented by a one-dimensional tuple, the two
summation operators can traverse the one-dimensional array of lA and lB, respectively. Obviously,
Equation (14) is also the summation form of joint probability.

In addition, Equation (10) is the probability that an individual at a given position can meet another
individual at time t, and its discrete-type can be written as:

Pmeet(lA, LB| HA, HB; t) =
∑

lB∈ΩB
t

Pmeet(lA, lB| HA, HB; t) , (15)
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where the probability provides the basis for the calculation of Equation (11) in discrete space. Moreover,
in order to calculate the probability of encounter, we also need to set these parameters: 1O the movement
of two individuals A and B is independent, 2O the heights HA and HB are one meter and two meters,
and 3O dmeet = 80 m.

5. Results

In order to show the probability of encounter on the plane in the results, the grayscale map better
reflects the range of the reachable domain. The projections of the given reachable areas ΩA

t and ΩB
t in

(x, y) space are shown in Figure 8. Let the center point of area Ωα
t represent the expected location sα of

individual α at t. According to Equation (13), we can calculate the probabilities of each individual in its
own reachable units, and get the probability distribution maps of two individuals A and B at time t, as
shown in Figure 9. As can be seen from the figure, the probability value in the center of the reachable
area is the largest, and the farther away the individuals are from the center, the smaller the probability.
In addition, different reachable areas of individuals lead to different probability distributions in their
respective reachable domains.
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In the obstacle space, taking individual A as a seeker as an example, at the specific time t,
for any potential position pair (lA, lB), if the distance between them is less than dmeet and there is
the terrain obstacle factor, the encounter probability Pmeet(lA, lB |1, 2; t) can be calculated according
to Equation (8). Furthermore, according to Equation (15), we can also calculate the probability of
individual A located at given point lA in ΩA

t encountering individual B in ΩB
t , and use this probability

as the attribute of the point lA. Then, the sum of the attributes of each location lA in ΩA
t , which is

the probability of individual A can encounter B at time t, is calculated as 0.036, which is the result
of Equation (14). Since individuals A and B are symmetrical in Equation (14), when the seeker is
individual B, the encounter probability of individual B meeting individual A is also 0.036.

The probabilistic attributes of each location point lA in ΩA
t are mapped to the DEM, resulting in

a probability map of A encountering B in the obstacle space (Figure 10a). Similarly, we can also get
a probability map of B encountering A (Figure 10b). The green base map is the DEM data with the
road line and the potential location areas of the individuals A and B. The darker the color, the higher
the value. As can be seen from the figure, the encounter probabilities of moving objects A and B are
respectively larger in the center of each reachable range ΩA

t and ΩB
t . This result is related to the method

of generating the positional probability of an individual by the inverse distance weighting method;
however, it does not affect the validity of the model presented. It is worth mentioning that differences
in the visual distance (the farthest distance can be seen), reachable domain, and probability distribution
between individuals results in the differences in the encounter probability maps to a certain extent;
that is, the probability map of A meeting B is different from that of B meeting A [17].
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Figure 10. Probability map of A meeting B (a) and that of B meeting A (b) in obstacle space.

In order to compare the influence of obstacles on the encounter, here we calculated the encounter
probability between individuals A and B without considering the obstacle factor according to
Equations (14) and (15). In the case of ignoring obstacles, Equation (14) calculates the probability of
encounter as 0.055, which is significantly larger than the encounter probability of 0.036 in obstacle
scenarios; Equation (15) can be used to generate the probability map of A meeting B (Figure 11a)
and that of B meeting A (Figure 11b). Compared with Figures 10 and 11, there is a significant
distinction in probability distribution and density, which fully reflects the influence of obstacles on the
encounter event.

The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the model, which improves the measure
of encounter probability in the real environment, as well as the prediction level of the location of the
maximum probability of encounter.
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6. Discussion

From the point of view of the present time geography, this paper expands extends the interaction
probability from homogeneous space to obstacle space by considering the influence of obstacles on
spatial interaction. In this study, we implemented these algorithms in Python with some DEM data from
Wuhan, and verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm model using ArcGIS. The experiments
show that the probability of encounter is different between barrier-free space and obstacle space, as
well as subject to individual height, surface elevation, and individual visual ability. When using the
DEM data to calculate the encounter probability, the following points need to be noted, such as for
example, parameter settings, obstacle handling, and probability map generation. Combined with the
model in this article, the content can be expanded and analyzed from the following aspects.

First, with respect to the setting of the distance threshold dmeet, it has a greater influence on the
measurement result of the encounter interaction, because the larger threshold value will generate a
larger encounter probability, and is determined primarily by the characteristics of the individuals
and the environment. For example, in the lion’s interaction analysis, the interaction threshold is set
to 200 m, because lions from the same group are often observed within this distance [35]. In the
interaction analysis of deer, the threshold based on visual observation was set to 50 etersm [6]. In this
paper, an appropriate dmeet = 80 m is chosen to be based solely on the grid cell with a side length of
30 m, which is consistent with the purpose of this paper, that is, to validate the effectiveness of the
interaction probability model in obstacle space for mobile objects of different types and characteristics.
Depending on the specific research objective, the spatial threshold can be adjusted up or down until
the measurement results are less sensitive to this parameter [17].

Second, when line-of-sight topographic visual analysis is used, the problem of the effect of terrain
on encountering is transformed into the problem of the intersection of the line of sight between two
moving objects and the surface. Line of sight LA′LB′ indicates the line between LA’ (xA, yA, zA + HA)
and LB’ (xB, yB, zB + HB). That is, considering the height of the moving objects A and B itself, the impact
on the encounter problem is more in line with the actual application scene. In most cases, the line of
sight does not pass through the central point of the unit through which it passes, but in experiments,
the only elevation of the unit is compared with the line of sight. In a sense, the improvement of the
algorithm can be achieved by reducing the size of the grid, or by substituting the elevation surface
function for elevation grid structure.

Third, when generating a map of encounter probability between moving objects, a moving object
needs to be designated as a seeker. Although the probability function of two individuals’ encounter is
independent of the order of individuals, the map of the probability of encounter is related to specific
individuals. That is to say, in the same encounter phenomenon, the maps of the encounter probability
of different individuals are different.

Finally, in the experiment, the reachable domains of the two individuals were specified.
Time geography provides a framework for calculating reachable domains based on the individual
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movement trajectory data. Since the main purpose of this paper is to verify the mechanism of the
influence of obstacles on the probability of encounter, there is no step to calculate the potential location
area in the experiment, which makes the method validation have certain limitations. One possible area
of future work is to integrate the actual reachable domain in the interaction analysis according to the
spatiotemporal trajectory data and the maximum travel speeds of moving objects subject to individual
abilities, terrain (slope, aspect), land cover, and the presence of barriers [36,37]. Additionally, as for the
calculation of location probability, we only consider the distance factor in the inverse distance weight
function. Another future work is to consider the influence of environmental constraints (including
obstacles) on location probability.

7. Conclusions

This research introduces a method of calculating the encounter probability of two moving objects
in the terrain obstacles space, which improves the traditional algorithm of the encounter probability
in the plane space. It mainly considers the influence of terrain factors and the height of the moving
object itself on the encounter issue, and further transforms the influence into the intersection of the
line-of-sight between the two moving objects and the ground surface. This paper considers continuous
space and time, and provides an analytical framework for quantitatively measuring the likelihood of
two individuals encountering in an obstacle space. For simulation, considering the discrete nature of the
computer environment, the paper converts the original formulas into a discrete case (see Equations (14)
and (15)). So far, time-geography has relatively perfect methods for measuring random encounters.

Several extensions and improvements to our model should be discussed in future work. Since the
time-geography encounter probability algorithm has reached an acceptable realism to analyze common
tracking data in an obstacle-constrained environment, we plan to validate our approach through
a wide range of datasets and real-world geography. Realistic geospatial space is not just a space
with terrain factors as obstacles. In many environments, indoors or outdoors, it may be abstracted
as an insurmountable obstacle space, such as buildings and fences. An attractive extension of the
geographical environment’s impact on encounter events can be to consider time-varying constraints
rather than permanent obstacles. This will allow for the handling of temporary items, such as those
with temporary events (such as stages, tents), which complicate the study of encounters between
spatio-temporal data. Also, we may consider some barriers that can be passed internally, and these
barriers apply to different constraints. For example, lawns and shrubs in parks can be considered
as permeable barriers, and for pedestrians, the maximum speed of such obstacles is abnormal [19].
Therefore, the follow-up work is the promotion of the model in the reality of other heterogeneous
obstacles and network space, which introduce different forms of obstacles, and improve the traditional
Euclidean distance to the road network distance and more solutions.

A final note, future work could use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to account for two cases after
meeting for the first time (1) getting away from each other; and (2) moving toward each other. These
would be more useful to modeling the two corresponding cases (1) animal movements and (2) human
movements (e.g., rescuing people, as mentioned in the article).
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